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Presenting for Influence is a comprehensive public speaking
training system for creating highly effective presentations.
Based on rigorous study of the best public speakers in the world, this course shows you how to select your topic,
tell powerful stories, and master your delivery. Unlike most courses on this topic, we cover both the content
creation (creating the presentation content) as well as the delivery of the content (public speaking). 
 
In this practical, hands-on workshop you’ll learn the strategies and tips for being brilliant at speaking. Speeches,
sales presentations, media comments, job interviews, Q&A sessions, panels, and more – you’ll learn how to have
influence whenever you speak.

Topics include:

conquering nerves

building confidence

organising your message

memorisation techniques

icebreakers and opening statements

delivering off-the-cuff presentations

using storytelling techniques

vocal projection

mastering humour

using body language

building audience rapport

stagecraft

microphone technique

using speaker notes

handling technical glitches

speaker etiquette

speech templates and structures

Who should attend:

Managers who need to present to their team or stakeholders

Entrepreneurs who need to pitch to customers, investors and the media

Sales teams and product managers who need to train or demonstrate their products to customers and
suppliers

Professional speakers wanting to learn some new ‘tricks’ to add to their suite of tools

Authors wanting to use speaking as a promotional tool

Graduates who want to shine at interviews and panel selections

Topics include:

All our trainers have extensive business credentials and also work as professional actors in film, stage and TV

Our trainers ‘walk the talk’ and earn a living as public presenters – they know what works and what doesn’t

 — Course 1 —

PRESENTING WITH INFLUENCE

Learn how to pitch, persuade and present like a pro. Minimise your
nerves, maximise your confidence. 

 
Duration: 1 day

ENQUIRE NOW
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Discover what the world's greatest speakers do to minimise their nerves, increase their confidence and shine on
stage. Download my free ebook

The Top 10 Public Speaking Tips for Nervous Presenters

DON'T GET LEFT BEHIND.

Enquire about the course Today

Video Testimonials Get a quote Download PDF

FREE EBOOK 
DOWNLOAD

What you’ll get:

One to one feedback 

Personalised coaching using video playback and facilitated group discussion

Customised learning plan for future development so the learning continues long after the training day is over

A complimentary 27-page ebook – “Top 10 Mistakes All Presenters Make When Speaking In Public”

Read more about our popular ‘Presenting with In�uence – Online Coaching’ package.

Can’t get to a face to face workshop? Online coaching also available.
If you can’t make it to a workshop, or you want to be coached in private, or you need help NOW for an important
presentation, stay where you are and we’ll come to you – virtually!

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING  
ABOUT BERNADETTE

"I was hesitant before coming here. I had to dip into my savings for Europe, but
today changed my life! It will build your self-confidence and transform your
speaking. In under an hour, the room went from novices to being able to speak on
the circuit! Thanks!." 
Caitlin Figueiredo, Ambassador, Alannah & Madeline Foundation

"Do yourself a favour and enrol! How enjoyable was the session? 11/10." 
Matt Eggins, Public Relations, Dept of Employment

"Dynamic, engaging, compelling content tips & tools to build confidence and clarity
for impactful public speaking and presentations. I gave it a 10/10." 
Natalina Morelli, Marketing Manager, Maroondah City Council

"The session is a great blueprint for how to develop and deliver at public speaking
events. A must! How enjoyable was the session? 10/10" 
Kelly Canavan, Accountant, Australian Taxation Office

Read More Testimonials
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You'll learn how to:

prepare on the fly and deliver unfamiliar material with confidence
never stumble, stutter or trip over difficult words again
keep your presentation on track even if the data projector breaks down, you forget your USB stick, you’re called to
speak at short notice or your audience start talking amongst themselves
overcome anxiety, shaking knees, heart palpitations and other symptoms of nerves that derail you and your
presentation.

DOWNLOAD IT HERE NOW
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